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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We often include communications refreshers in Grants to States conferences to remind state libraries of the ways to identify IMLS as the source of various funded projects. Since a great deal of changes have occurred since the last time we met in person, we’ll cover those common refreshers while also reviewing new IMLS site updates, your state profiles, and other elements we use to tell your state’s story.We have two “companion presentations” related to getting the story out during this year’s conference. This presentation will focus on what IMLS values from a communications standpoint, the national story, etc., while the second session after the morning break will dive into state perspectives.



Getting the National Story Out- Who

• Who do we (G2S) communicate with?
• IMLS leadership
• IMLS communications team
• Congressional liaison
• Our programmatic                         

counterparts                                                
(OLS-Discretionary)

• Library field
• General public This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we review the ways your participation strengthens the way IMLS gets the story out, I wanted to offer some perspective into who we in the Grants to States team interact with, and how we interact with them. We speak with our colleagues who oversee the discretionary programs regularly: we share trends with them that we read about from your reports, as well as what we have the privilege of observing during our site visitsWe communicate with IMLS leadership and other colleagues with internal brown bag presentations and when information is needed for the agency’s strategic plan and other publicationsWe collaborate with the communications team often; the more notable example of this was the blog series where we interviewed some state librarians amidst the pandemicIMLS has a congressional liaison that often asks us for information related to questions he receives from various elected officials

https://www.arcadeclub.co.uk/games/paperboy/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Getting the National Story Out- How

• How do we (G2S) 
communicate?
• Annual reports and budget 

justifications
• Research briefs
• Conference presentations
• Blog posts and articles
• Publicly-available web site data, 

both raw and organized

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The collaborators and audiences I just mentioned inform the kinds of communication products we work on, sometimes by ourselves within grants to states and sometimes on behalf of the entire agency.While they are not always the most glamorous type of communications, the agency’s annual reports and budget justifications rely significantly on data, outcomes, and stories from the Grants to States program.Research briefs that are spearheaded by our esteemed colleagues that are here with us from the Office of Research and Evaluation frequently analyze data from the SPR, PLS, and the State Library Administrative Agency surveyAs you’ll witness in a few days, IMLS and Grants to States regularly submit proposals to present at conferences like ALA, PLA, YALSA, ATALM, and more to ensure that the library field is aware of the critical work being done at state libraries. As I mentioned, we use the stories we hear from you to inform blog posts that we write and other articles that are published on the IMLS web site.



Communications Opportunities

• Send any news or project coverage to your 
Program Officer

• Talk to your Program Officer about any aspect 
of your State Library’s projects



Ways to Use Social Media

• #IMLSgrant (across social 
media platforms)

• Don’t forget to “@” us!
• Facebook: @Institute of 

Museum and Library Services 
• Twitter: @US_IMLS

• Capture social media 
content for SPR reporting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Capture social media content for SPR reporting: URLs in additional materials of Facebook pages, links to photo albums of programs, etc. I have seen excellent examples of statewide digitization projects (such as Montana Memory) add the URLs of their project’s Facebook page to their additional materials, which adds helpful context to the community that’s engaging with these digitized state-specific materials.



What Does It Mean to Be “Exemplary”?

• Any aspect of a project that you feel deserves 
recognition or attention

• Helps communicate to your Program Officer which 
projects are worth emphasizing to various IMLS 
and external stakeholders

• Becomes a search filter in the Public View (SPR)
• It does not:

• Suggest the project is perfect
• Expose the project to undue scrutiny

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 What do I mean by “any” aspect? I mean that a project doesn’t have to be a 10/10 in order to spotlight an exemplary component of the project. I have seen some projects identified as exemplary, and in the explanation field, the SLAA indicated that it was an exemplary planning project, or a project demonstrated excellent collaborative work with dynamic partners, etc. While exemplary outcomes are certainly wonderful to discuss, there are many other areas of a project that can and should be highlighted.



IMLS Acknowledgement Refresher

• Grantee Communications Kit:
https://www.imls.gov/grants/grant-recipients/grantee-communications-kit

• Minimum acknowledgement: “Institute of Museum and 
Library Services”

• Consider: “federal” funds
• Optional: “LSTA” or state library references

• Empower your subrecipients as well
• Most notably: conference presentations (use logo, 

statements on opening/closing slides, attendee post-
attendance reports)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At a minimum, we’d like to see a reference to the “Institute of Museum and Library Services,” whether through a logo or text.  It’s also helpful to specify that the funds are from a federal source.  In the past, the example tag line in the grant award guidance made reference to the Library Services and Technology Act, but that makes for a very long credit line, especially for those who also reference the state library (as in the example on the screen).  Ultimately, we just want to see “Institute of Museum and Library Services” referenced somewhere.  In addition to being a requirement, it helps us keep track of your good work in the field.  When we run searches on news sources and web-based materials, it will ensure that your projects come to our attention, and that we, in turn, have the opportunity to highlight  them in materials for stakeholders.

https://www.imls.gov/grants/grant-recipients/grantee-communications-kit


Attribution on Equipment/Materials

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t forget attribution on physical property!Alabama sent me a PDF file of the stickers they were going to print and place on ARPA-funded equipment; not only is this an excellent exampleBookmobile and vehicle reminders



        

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Great chief quote: ORFive-Year Plan Highlights: LAProject Examples: CTThere is still time to add more content to your state profile page (particularly, quotes and project photos)



State Profile Page Updates- Coming Soon

• Updated project highlights (from 2020 SPR)
• Review current State Librarian quotes
• 2023-2027 Five-Year Plans

• Links to full PDFs
• “Abridged” Highlights

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Photo release needed for any photos, point them to location of photosWhen can they expect to see these updates- Fall 2022



IMLS Site Changes

• New IMLS website 
features that 
showcase state 
libraries and grants

• Interactive Map
• State Details



IMLS Site Updates- Explore Your State

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the IMLS homepage, there is a (relatively) new interactive element titles “explore your state.” 



IMLS Site Updates- State Dashboards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- We’ve heard from The Hill that this information has been very useful; it’s a good top-level and engaging summary for stakeholders who aren’t immediately familiar with IMLS programs/Grants to States



The “Public View” of the SPR

• URL: https://imls-spr.imls.gov/Public
• Contains SPR submissions from 2014 onward
• SPR elements not in the Public View:

• Budget detail
• Additional materials

https://imls-spr.imls.gov/Public


SPR = Communications

• Public View expands the 
potential audience of SPR 
material
• IMLS
• Library Field
• General Public (including 

elected officials)
• Consider these audiences 

when writing/reviewing your 
SPR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to emphasize the public view to demonstrate how the SPR process has a communications component to it now. What was once a report that was only viewed by your Program Officer, is now viewed by a number of public audiences. If you’re starting to received more “nit-picky” feedback from us when submitting SPRs, that’s why! We take our role as your “ambassadors” very seriously and work toward highlighting your work in the clearest, more effective way.Additionally, since your SPR projects now live in a public-facing environment, you have the ability to provide URLs to share project detail with your stakeholders. 



SPR Public- “View Summaries”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A “hidden gem” of the public view of the SPR is a top-level summary of each state’s SPR data. This summary view provides you with a way to quickly review the work your state has done across several years, covering data elements like total number of projects, LSTA compared to Match funds, and which focal areas were covered by your projects. Something else that appears in the summary view is Subaward Info. You might be thinking to yourself, “how did IMLS get this data?” I’m glad you asked! 



Subaward Info

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have confirmed from a reliable source (myself) that there’s a lesser-known area of the SPR, entitled “Subaward Info,” where you are able to enter unique information about your subgranting process that goes beyond the type of reporting you have to do for funded projects. Not only is it illuminating for us at IMLS, but the hope is that it can give you a helpful picture of your subaward activity, especially over the years. Another unique element to the Subaward Information section of the SPR is that it doesn’t get locked for editing once the grant year is over, unlike the formal report. So if you’re just know learning of this section of the SPR, feel free to enter this information retroactively!



Lessons Learned from CARES and ARPA

• “up to the minute” 
communication was 
invaluable to IMLS

• Examples: sharing press 
releases with us, 
mentioning IMLS in 
social media, casual, 
informal email updates 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While we would not want to have state libraries endure the fast pace and unpredictable circumstances of the CARES/ARPA period again, there were some promising practices that emerged from the period when it comes to communicating and amplifying your stories. We at IMLS received an unprecedented about of communication…you could almost say it was “hot off the presses”…related to what was happening in the states. Not only did this frequently catch the attention of IMLS leadership, but it enabled us Senior Program Officers to speak confidently about what was happening in our states sooner than when we read about it in the SPR. I want to emphasize that we don’t expect frequent formal communication that would be burdensome to you, but even informal emails about what’s going on made a huge impact.



Communications vs. Advocacy

• FAQ: When is it allowable to train library staff 
to tell their story? 

• Important to distinguish between 
communications training and 
marketing/advocacy

• Think about your five-year plan
• Important to keep LSTA-funded projects the 

focus of communication work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We often receive questions from states about their desire to empower their libraries to get the story out by funding training in this area, but they’re reluctant to do this because it could potentially be considered marketing/public relations/advocacy training which is not an allowable cost. The good news is it’s possible! But you need to be intentional to avoid pitfalls.Make sure the work falls under an appropriate five-year plan goal (i.e., professional development), and that any workshops activities are centered on LSTA-funded projects Think about the goal of the funded activity: are you attempting to provide professional development to the library workforce in the area of effective communication? Or are you designing your training to empower attendees to raise money effectively, write an engaging letter to their elected official? The former is allowable, the latter is not.



Thank you for your ongoing 
communication efforts! 
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